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The presence
or absence of
costume design in
contemporary
circus
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What is the importance of
costume design in the creation
of a circus production?
S E NS E OR NON-S ENSE OF COSTUMES IN C IRCUS ARTS

Nothing is more iconic than traditional circus costumes, but
much has changed since the heyday of the classical circus0. By
rejecting this colourful and glamorous heritage, contemporary
costume design has undergone a major evolution, passing from
neutral colours to plain clothes or even training gear as it makes
a sharp break from glittering sequins and skinny leotards.
During the first CARP seminar on 14 January 2020 we argued over
where we stand now in the rich and fascinating story of costume
development in contemporary circus; debated the implications
of designing for circus, and the limitations a designer might
stumble upon in their work; and exchanged on how textile
innovation can influence costume design and push the limits of
circus techniques. Indeed, many questions were tackled during
this first CARP Seminar. This publication collects the talks of our
guest speakers, all of whom were invited to share their work and
research last January in the House of Alijn, Ghent (BE) during the
festival Smells Like Circus.
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Illustrated by the collection of the House of Alijn
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MUSEUM OF
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The House of Alijn is a museum of everyday life that explores customs,
traditions and rituals from the recent and distant past. The museum
collection includes objects, pictures, sound and movies from 20th- and 21stcentury daily life. An important section of the collection consists of circus
heritage. This rich circus collection contains thousands of items: posters,
photographs, circus attributes and costumes from 20th-century Belgian
circus life. The House of Alijn is the only museum in Belgium that keeps
this kind of extensive and well documented circus collection, examined
from a cultural and historical point of view. The collection reflects the
life and works of big and small circuses and circus families who travelled
from town to town, and circus artists who worked in circuses or theatres
in Belgium, Europe and the world, between 1900 and 1980. It includes the
glory days of Belgian circus before World War II and the short revival in the
1950’s. After that, television became largely popular and classical forms of
entertainment like circus lost a lot of their appeal. The big Belgian circus
families quit or sized down their businesses. Artists adapted and performed
their acts in smaller circuses, in theatres and in television shows.
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COSTUMES,
A VISUAL
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In addition to various photos, posters, lithographs and attributes, the
circus collection contains 350 unique costumes that belonged to Belgian
circus artists. Throughout the 20th century different types of material were
used to produce these circus costumes. They were often designed and made
by the artists themselves or by members of their family or network. Circus
people passed on the necessary skills and techniques to each other, and
learned about the power of costumes to evoke an own universe, to captivate
the audience. Costumes are part of the visual experience created by the
performers. By evoking universal and attractive images, they can stimulate
the imagination of a wide audience and take it away from the daily pursuit,
away from the ordinary. The evoked images and impressions are of course
strongly linked to the acts that are performed. The costume’s intension is to
enhance the performance and make the artist stand out in any possible way.
In this article we will briefly discuss four circus disciplines, the images they
generate, the technical conditions they require and how this is reflected in
the costumes that are preserved in the House of Alijn collection.
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The collection features items from various white clowns and augusts.
These two different clown types often worked in duo. The white clown was
the dominant and arrogant one who tried to keep his clumsy partner under
his thumb. Sometimes there was a third clown acting as a mediator between
the white clown and the august. The costumes and make-up they wore,
accentuated their character and were highly recognisable.
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Lithography of
white clown and
august Todor et
Dudule, ca. 1930.
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The costumes in the collection reinforce the stereotypical image of
augusts and white clowns. The august wore oversized clothes, with large
prints – often chequered or striped – alongside very big shoes, a small
bowler hat and a red nose which accentuated his inferior status, but also his
anarchism. The white clown looked more sophisticated. His make-up was
white, usually with facial features such as eyebrows emphasized in black. He
normally wore a multi-coloured one-piece suit that was puffed around the
waist and a pointy white hat. A common technique to catch the eye of the
audience was the use of sequins. This technique was applied on costumes
in almost every circus discipline. In the early 20th century sequins were
made of shiny materials like pearl-shell, gelatine from animal carcasses
or metal, later on they were made with plastic. The collection includes five
worn by white clown Jojo French in the 1950’s. These exceptional pieces are
beautifully made with high quality materials. The sequins are multi-layered
to increase the visual effect. We suspect that these suits were made around
1950 in the famous Atelier Vicaire in Paris. This atelier designed and tailormade suits for the renowned European and American clowns of that time.
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Costume of an
august, Circus
Ronaldo, 1970s.

→ Costume with multilayered sequins of
white clown Jojo
French. During the
1940s and 1950s he
performed in big
circuses all over
Europe and needed
to be clearly visible
to the audience that
was seated far away.
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Still, most of the clown costumes in the collection were made by the artists
themselves or by members of their family and network. Compared to the
costumes of Jojo French they are less glamorous but much lighter and easier
to move in, with only one layer of sequins. Even in times of war or crisis,
artists continued to make costumes themselves, using inferior materials.
They needed them to perform and to generate income in order to survive.
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↓ Costume with one
layer of sequins.
It belonged to
whiteface clown
Tony who performed
at circus Minnaert, a
small circus where
the spectators were
seated close to the
circus ring, 1920s.
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→ Clown costume with
one layer of golden
sequins detailling
peacocks. The
artist that wore it is
unknown, 1920s.
↘ Costume of clown
Benoni, made during
World War II from
jute and leftovers of
table-cloth fabric.
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Functionality was essential to the acrobat’s costumes, just
like for gymnasts. Throughout the 20th century, this resulted
in formfitting bodysuits that allowed free movement.
Equally important requirements were safety and durability.
The acrobat practised the same movements time and again,
trying to achieve perfection.
↓ Contortionist
Alberto, 1920s.
← Bodysuit of
acrobat troupe The
Fiamingo’s, 1970s.
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By wearing a skin-tight bodysuit or leotard male acrobats were also able to
show off their muscles during an act.. The term leotard comes from a French
gymnast named Jules Leotard. He was the first person to perform a flying
trapeze act in the 19th century. A real star performer who impressed huge
crowds of spectators.
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Female acrobats accentuated their elegance and graceful movements
with their costumes. The legs played an important role and had to be
visible and free to move. This was by no means the normal approach to
women’s clothing in the early 20th century. In small circuses which travelled
from town to town, bare-legged female artists were in conflict with the
strict moral rules imposed by the town’s mayor and church warden.
Consequently, female acrobats wore tights. Most of them didn’t wear a
leotard but elegant shorts in layers combined with a blouse. Still, this outfit
showed a lot of the female body which was exceptional at the time.
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↗ Two acrobats in
tight leotards from
The Original Bento
Brothers, 1910s.
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↗ Two sisters and
their mother as The
Sisters Donley Trio,
1910s.
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↗ Acrobat duo Les
Moortons, 1910s – 1920s.
Couples or troupes wore
matching costumes so
that everyone had the
same look.
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The design of costumes
for acrobats tried
not to distract the
audience too much
from the stunning
and thrilling acts the
artists were performing.
However, we can discern
typical methods that
helped to stimulate
the imagination of
the spectators, such
as adding glitter. In
the beginning of the
20th century oriental
elements were also
added to enchante the
audience.
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↗ Acrobats of the
Horatius Trio,
ca. 1900.
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↗ Costume of acrobat Henri
‘Bento’ Frans, the leader of the
Horatius Trio. This is the oldest
piece in the collection (ca.1900)
and references the tales from
the Arabian Nights.
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↘ Two young jugglers from
The Wortneys playing the
role of classy and playful
picollos, 1913.
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Jugglers definitely had more flexibility in their costume choices
than acrobats who flew through the air or had to fold themselves
into a box. Jugglers used a variety of props to create inventive and
visually attractive acts. Costumes were the icing on the cake.
They made it possible to play a range of different characters – from
fakir to comedian – which we can also see in the collection.
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From the second half
of the 20th century
onwards, juggling was
largely synonymous
with spectacle.
The collection contains
over thirty outfits
from the juggling duo
The Dougalls, who
performed in Belgium
and abroad. They were
very successful in the
1960’s and resolutely
opted for glitter and
sparkly yarn. Here too
the technique of sequins
is clearly present.
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↓ Bodysuit of
Viviane Chabre,
the female half
of juggling duo
The Dougalls.
→ Bodysuits of
Erwin Steiner,
the male half
of juggling duo
The Dougalls.
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↗ Juggling duo The Dougalls.
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In dressage as well, we find costumes with
a lot of show elements, such as feathers –
especially for the female equestrians.

↙ Lithography of Miss
Marguerittas with
her horses, goats,
dogs and feathers,
1930s.
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The circus originated
in shows with animals.
In London former
cavalry officer Philip
Astley (1742-1814), who
is regarded as the father
of the modern circus,
built an amphitheatre
with a circular ring, and
in 1769 started giving
riding demonstrations
there. As he was riding
in a circle, both horse
and rider always
remained within the
audience’s range of
vision. He introduced
the dolman as a costume
in the circus and
it has never left us.
Costumes inspired by
military uniforms also
found their way to the
collection, in various
forms.
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1 A dolman is a military
jacket that was worn by
the cavalry of many of the
European armies.

← Military cap that
belonged to
equestrian Rachel
Demuynck.
↓ Equestrian Rachel
Demuynck in rider’s
outfit, with military
shoulder-pieces and
cap, 1940.
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In the same way, trainers of wild animals consider the
military cap to be an important part of their outfit. Their
stage name often referred to the military title ‘Captain’.
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↓ Captain
Jim Roose
feeding his
lion, 1942.
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In this article we offered you an introduction to
the circus collection of the House of Alijn, by
way of its costumes. If you wish to learn more,
check out www.huisvanalijn.be or contact
studio@huisvanalijn.be to consult the entire
collection.
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From textile and design innovations
to representations of gender
KARINE S AROH & M A R I O N G U YE Z
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Since 2016 the ICiMa – Chaire d’Innovation Cirque et
Marionnette and CNAC – the French National Centre for
Circus Arts have been conducting a research programme
focused on the technical and dramaturgical specificities of
circus costumes. This article aims to discuss two aspects
of costume design: on the one hand, textile and design
innovations, and, on the other, the representations of sex
and gender involved in circus costumes.
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TEXTILE
AND DESIGN
INNOVATIONS
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— Karine Saroh

With the goal of minimising risk of injury while also ensuring safety
and comfort, ICiMa and CNAC entered into a partnership with the
French textile and clothing institute (IFTH) in order to initiate a special
programme aimed at designing protective clothing that could prevent
burns and injuries.
This project has faced three challenges. The first is to take the usual
practice of superimposing several layers of clothing or protective gear
from sports (knee pads, football socks, etc.) and to replace these with
a single garment. In order to achieve this, any textiles used have to be
thick: the skin needs to be protected, while the fabric and its seams must
be able to withstand the movement and distortion caused by the artist’s
body. The second challenge is that the clothes require elasticity and
flexibility to ensure the safety of the performers. Finally, the protective
outfit has to be discreet and capable of being worn under a costume.
At present only two circus practices, rope and Chinese pole, are being
worked on within the research programme, as these are the practices in
which performers are the most exposed to abrasion and to friction burns.
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At the beginning of the project, researchers from the French textile and
clothing institute worked with students and teachers from CNAC to
define areas of the body which, in movement, were susceptible to friction
and to burns. Technical vocabulary was looked at especially closely.
The researchers then did friction tests with several synthetic textiles,
eventually choosing polyamide or polyester for their toughness. The final
prototype was made in Jersey, involving a mix of several materials.
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To complete their research into materials, the team had to find the
best method to sew this type of protective garment together. Seamless
technology was preferred in order to limit the risk of tearing. So even
if the costume maker must stitch parts of the item together, they
nonetheless opted for a tubular model (without seams) where possible.
Several practical tests were organised at the end of 2016 by students at
CNAC in collaboration with researchers of the French textile and clothing
institute. Right from the start of these first tests, students noted the
garments’ improved fit and quality of adhering to, rather than sliding
loose on, the skin – something which had often been difficult to achieve
in the past. To optimise the fit, each piece of clothing had to be tailored to
the artist’s precise measurements.
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From these experiential
results, the first
prototype became a
tubular garment which
mainly protected the
chest area.
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© MATHILDE CHRISTMANN AND
PATRICIA HARDY / CNAC
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However, the prototype was too thin and didn’t protect the performer
from getting burns. One artist working in Chinese pole proposed
wearing this protective suit under a first layer of clothes, as this kind of
protective clothing normally isn’t used on its own.
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In parallel with these tests, nine circus costume designers were asked
about their own techniques and methods1. These designers pointed
to the importance of using airy materials and sweat resistant textiles,
not only for comfort but also because perspiration can be corrosive to
some types of fabrics. Circus practitioners also need textiles suitable for
frequent washing. Because dye is regularly used, the raw materials have
to be white and as natural as possible. Finally, as the textiles touch the
skin directly, the material’s choice must take into account textile toxicity.
With feedback from the students and costume designers on the
thickness and fit of their garments, the researchers tried bringing
together several layers of textiles which were stitched together in the
final fabrication process. The different layers rub against one another
but the first layer stays fixed to the skin. This innovation prevents tears
and makes the prototype more robust. The second conclusion to emerge
from these initial tests was the necessity of adapting a costume’s design
to the discipline of the artist.
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1 The interviews with these costume
designers have been published by
CNAC in: Cyril Thomas and Mathilde
Christmann (dir.), Costumes de cirque,
créations contemporaines, édition
Cnac, 2018.

A second test phase under the direction of Romane Cassard, a student
in Performance Sports Textile and Footwear at Université d’Annecy, was
organised between 2018 and 2019 in collaboration with two students
at CNAC: Chinese pole artist Céline Vaillier and rope artist Fernando
Arévalo Casado.
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Following the feedback
of students working
with Chinese pole, a new
prototype was produced
that was not just a
tubular strip but covered
the entire body.
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From the tests it became
clear that Céline Vaillier
had to wear jeans over
the protective layer
anyway. The suit can’t
replace the usual twolayer outfit, which makes
use of jeans-like or ultraresistant fabrics. So
Romane Cassard ended
up designing a leotard
which fit the body as
closely as possible while
leaving the legs bare
for the top layer. So
far this has proved the
most effective kind of
protective outfit.
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Céline Vaillier, May 2019
© ROMANE CASSARD / CNAC
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For rope, the arms have to be free, because direct contact between
rope and skin is important to execute a lot of technical movements.
The second prototype, for the rope, is therefore an outfit with
suspenders. Friction spots around the chest, hips and thighs are
protected, but the arms and calves are free to move. In addition, this
design reduces the impact of perspiration on the garment.
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Fernando Arévalo Casado, June 2019
© ROMANE CASSARD / CNAC
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The advantages of this design for a protective suit lie not only in technical
improvements to safety and comfort, but also in the positive effect it can
have on dramaturgy and aesthetics as it reduces technical constraints and
opens up more freedom for design and stylistic choices.
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During this whole research process we noted that the problems faced by
artists were pretty much the same for men and women, seeming to be
inherent in the apparatus more than the artist’s gender. As a result, CNAC,
ICiMa and IFTH managed to create a neutral, unisex suit, adapted to two
specific apparatuses. The objective of this work, beyond questions of
gender, has been to produce a tool for both artists and costume designers
and, in so doing, to stimulate their creativity.
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HOW DO
WOMEN
AERIALISTS
CHOOSE TO
SHOW THEIR
BODY IN
PERFORMANCES?
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— Marion Guyez
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The ‘unisex’ nature of this protective suit, and its central focus on
meeting training and technical requirements, opens the question
of how one might take a strong dramaturgical approach to circus
costumes in relation to representations of sex and gender. Or
more precisely: how do women aerialists choose to show their
bodies in performances? This part of the article will focus on
aerial rope and silks. Instead of taking the acrobatic movement as
the starting point, as with the design of the protective suit in the
research process discussed above, I propose another approach
which revolves around a central question: what influence can
dramaturgy have on the choice of costume, and therefore on the
movements performed by the artist?
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As we see in the interviews with costume designers from the book Costumes
de cirque, creations contemporaines3, aerialists who practice rope and silks
usually chose a one-piece garment that covers the body from thighs to
chest – both for comfort and to limit friction burns. Unlike circus artists
from other disciplines such as tight-wire, hand to hand acrobatics or even
trapeze, women aerialists specialised in rope rarely wear dresses because
these can get caught in the knots of the rope. Indeed, while I was working
on this research project at the ICiMa, I studied the costumes worn in circus
performances, and noticed that in several of them rope artists were more
likely to strip layers off than to cover themselves up to protect their skin.
Many of the artists I studied performed in underwear – such as Pauline Dau
in Les Petit Bonnets by Cirque du Docteur Paradi, a piece combining music
and circus which tells the story of three female workers on strike in
a lingerie factory4 5.
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3 Op. cit.
4 The website of Cirque du
Docteur Paradi
5 Pascaline Herveet, Les
Petits Bonnets, Toulouse,
Presses Universitaires du
Midi, 2017.
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Pauline Dau in Les Petits
Bonnets, Cirque du Docteur
Paradi 2019

© GILLES DANTZER
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Several other aerialists even performed in the flesh-coloured underwear
that circus artists and dancers usually wear beneath their costumes.
This was the case for Noémie Deumié, a silks student from CNAC’s 30th
graduating class, who executes the last part of her silks act in these fleshcoloured undergarments, after first removing her casual blouse and pants,
followed by the glittering dress that lies beneath.
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Watch Noemie Déumié’s act on Cnac.tv
Similarly, unadorned, skin-coloured clothing forms the basis of the unisex
costumes for F(r)iction (30th class of CNAC – 2018) in which all the students
wear flesh-coloured bras and tights, regardless of their sex and gender.
Watch F(r)iction’s teaser on Cnac.tv
Among these artists who choose costumes that show the circus body as
‘naked’, British aerialist Laura Murphy is an example of one who pushes
things a step further, opening her powerful feminist one-woman-show
Contra entirely naked.
Watch a short extract of Contra on Cnac.tv
I won’t get into the underlying reasons for these artists’ choices, but, by
placing myself on the side of the spectator, I can propose a short analysis
of these forms which recognises how the costumes rope artists wear when
they perform contribute to the meaning of their work.
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The choice of black, sober underwear, of nude/skin-tone underwear, or of an
assumed nudity, underlines the plain and unadorned exposure of women’s
bodies on the apparatus. In the case of the performances studied, this kind
of costume (or non-costume) expresses intimacy and can be a critique of
gender norms.
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Noémie Deumié removes different layers of clothing while standing on
her silks. The fragility of the balancing body emphasises the fragility of
this gesture which, after exposing different layers and facets, leads us to a
reading of self-disclosure.
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In Les Petits Bonnets, Pauline Dau’s sequence on rope comes at an emotionally
charged moment in the performance. Three dressmakers specialised in
lingerie tell their personal stories of embodiment, both as women and as
workers. Each of them has suffered some form of mutilation (rape, ablation
of a breast following cancer, and accidental death of a husband). The social
violence of sex and gender norms that runs through their stories contrasts
strongly with the feminine ideal conveyed by the lingerie they make and
wear. At the same time, the lingerie becomes the pretext to name, show and
speak about the plurality of bodies of real women. When the body of the
aerial acrobat, in simple underwear, rises under the cupola of the big top,
Madame Loyale, singer and narrator, pays tribute to the victims of fires in
textile factories by singing a blues song, ‘Triangle shirtwaist blues’,6 as well
as listing the dates and the numbers of deaths in these fires. The hanging
and floating body of the acrobat on the rope acts as a concentrating point
for the stories that are being told and symbolises the fragility of the lives of
these young women workers who are so often exploited and sacrificed.
In Les Petits Bonnets, Pauline Dau performs only a simple descent with the
rope wound around her belly. The extreme slowness and precision of the
relaxed body makes it vulnerable. It releases an immense emotional charge
which has accumulated across the various scenes that this turning descent
punctuates.
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6 This song is based on the fire of a
factory in New York in 1911, Triangle
Shirtwaist factory, in which 146 workers
died. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Triangle_Shirtwaist_Factory_fire
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In Contra, Laura Murphy’s nudity is brilliantly introduced by a dialogue
between Eve – played by Laura Murphy – and the serpent – represented by
the end of the rope, to which the artist lends her voice – in the Garden of
Eden. Nudity goes hand in hand with a verbal exposure of the artist, who
delivers a first-person account of the body of women, starting with her own
female and queer body. This narrative leads to criticism of the dominant
norms of sex, gender and sexuality both in society and in circus. In Contra,
an ordinary rope climb takes a political turn, supported by the artist’s
speech, which encourages spectators to scrutinise her anatomy. Later on
in the show, the aerialist wraps herself in plastic clingfilm, imitating the
design of classical aerial costumes with its translucent material. Laura
Murphy explains her purpose in her PhD thesis:
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“Overall, what Contra strives to do is to combine and interweave multiple
potential narratives surrounding (my own) female identity, particularly those
that are personal, political, social, historical and religious.7”
In Les Petits Bonnets and in Contra, the aesthetic and political choices
have consequences – not only for the costume but also in relation to the
acrobatic movement. The rope sequences are simpler, less spectacular
(in the acrobatic sense of the term) than the sequences staged in other
performances, but the acrobatics are reinforced by the charged narrative
and the nuanced, political point of view.
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7 Laura Murphy, Deconstructing the
Spectacle: Aerial Performance as
Critical Practice, Doctoral thesis in
Arts and Humanities, University of
Sheffield, 2018, p. 207.
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THE WONDERS OF COSTUME DESIGN
How to translate an idea into reality
when creating a production
ALINE BREUCKER

➌

I have always been fascinated by the body and how it moves on
stage, by how it moves within and relates to the space. Because for
me the very first thing which defines the space is the body. Even
when there is nothing on stage but a single person, it’s enough for a
whole world to open up in front of you. When making a production,
the best situation for me is to be in charge of both the costumes and
the set design – because the two are deeply intertwined, and because
that way I can make sure that the aesthetics, codes and references on
either side fit with and complete one another.
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WHAT IS A
COSTUME

THE WOND E RS
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Everything you wear
on stage is a costume.
Everything that
relates to the body,
everything that is
attached to it, that is
necessary to perform,
whether visible or not
to the audience, IS a
costume. The costume
is a crucial tangible
element in a theatrical
representation –
a reference to the
imaginary.
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Wonders by Side-show cie
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Speaking of ‘a costume’ often brings on a lot of resistance. How many
times have I heard, ‘Oh, no I don’t need a costume!’ Nowadays there is a
sort of opposition to having costumes, one which has led to a fashion
for the ‘non-costume’. A non-costume is what I call a stage outfit which
clearly hasn’t been given any prior thought. But just because you wear
something simple on stage doesn’t mean there’s no need for an initial
thought process. A training outfit IS a costume; black trousers or a white
t-shirt IS a costume. It is important to be aware that whatever you wear
on stage will be perceived as a costume. So if you chose a simple garment,
do so consciously. Make it a deliberate choice! It is important to have a
thought process and an artistic approach, and to make choices that help
in translating the content or purpose of your creation/show.

THE WOND E RS
OF COST U M E
DE SIGN

A costume is closely linked with the dramaturgy of a show. It establishes
codes and applies an extra layer of information on stage which can
reinforce or define the meaning of a performance. A costume is not
something that follows the rules of fashion! It follows the rules of the
production! Every performance has its own rules, or needs to invent
them in close relation to the dramaturgical framework of the show. Every
time I create a costume, I need to reinvent the rules again. You have to
keep coming up with new approaches, new ideas. And that’s what’s
interesting: you never work the same way twice. It’s very challenging.
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The art of it is to weave the threads between imagination and reality
and to interlock them. This process has an impact on the person
wearing the costume. As a costume designer you help to create a
character on stage. You try to visualise the director’s intentions and to
help performers become characters.

THE WOND E RS
OF COST U M E
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It’s therefore very important to engage a costume designer at an early
stage in the creation process. A costume designer needs to be part of
the whole creation process and not just an add-on at the final stage.
A very simple example: the choice of footwear is crucial. It defines
everything: the way the body will stand on stage, the way the character
will walk, the way the performer will feel. It can be a deliberate choice
to go for not-so-comfortable shoes, for instance, in order to create an
extra tension for the actor/performer. So footwear is an element I try to
bring into the creation process as early as possible.
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Circus artists often don’t want to wear shoes, nor costumes. They are
more concerned with technical needs: are the shoes or the trousers
comfortable enough? Can I perform all actions and movements easily
while wearing them? Is the material strong enough? Because these
are fundamental preoccupations once you master circus techniques,
circus artists tend to forget to start with the first question: ‘WHAT do
I want to say or show? What codes do I want to give to the audience to
understand my world?’

THE WOND E RS
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In my opinion, technical issues can always be solved. The thing is to
focus on and communicate the idea that you want to share. It is the
imagination that must come to bear in designing the costume, not
the technical requirements. The duty of the costume designer is to
reconcile the artistic and technical rules of the discipline with the art of
costume design.
As a costume designer you have different responsibilities and need to
be knowledgeable about a number of things. You work closely with
the director but also with the performers/actors. Not only are you
supposed to read the intentions of a director and bring them to life,
you also need a lot of psychological insight because you are very close
to the actors’ bodies and often very close to their egos…
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Case study
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THE HAIR
DRESS FROM
WONDERS
This dress was made
for Wonders, the first
creation of our company,
Side-Show. Wonders
(2013) was the first part
of what will become
our ‘trilogy of the
imagination’. Spiegel im
Spiegel (2017) was the
second part, and we
are currently writing
and working on the
third part, “Permit, oh
permit my soul to be rebel”
(creation 2022). With this
trilogy we wanted to take
the time to forge our
own identity, as makers
and as a company.
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Wonders is a performance about perception, about making the impossible
visible, about creating a world where the strangeness of the other is both
reassuring and challenging.

THE WOND E RS
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This hair costume is a symbolic garment in the creation of our company. In
the old days, sideshows were the little tents on the margins of fairgrounds,
next to the big top, where curiosities and freaks were exhibited. Wonders
started with this very strange character who wore a dress, made from
hair, which looked like a beautiful evening dress. I wanted to visualise the
paradox of the freak show with this costume. I wanted to shift perspectives
and propose a new way of looking at things by using hair as a material,
questioning the fashionable diktat for clean-shaven skin, of wanting no hair
on one’s body, and instead constructing something made of hair that can be
both beautiful and intriguing. Freaks, as the name suggests, tend to freak
people out or even scare them, and yet when they’re put on stage audiences
are willing to pay to meet them up close and they become fascinating.
In Wonders every character was in a permanent state of transformation.
We zoomed in on very specific characters with strong identities and zoomed
out to images of a homogenous group where the members all had the same
look and wore the same uniform. It evoked the idea of an identity lost in the
large crowds of a city: a space where everybody looks alike, yet one where,
when you take a minute to look closely, to observe everyone separately,
personalities always jump out. This is what’s wonderful: beauty lies in
everything if you look with enough attention.
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WORKING
PROCESS
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I wanted to achieve a
special status for my
character on stage.
I wanted a physical
transformation.
And because I was
performing in the
show, painting live
on a big wall and also
interacting with the
acrobats, and yet was
not an actress myself,
I also needed a costume
that would help me
get under the skin of
a character without
having to act or to play a
role. This is where shoes
come into the picture.
As I said earlier, shoes
are so important and
shape so much about
posture and about the
way the body stands
and moves on stage.

➌

So the shoes were the starting point in building the costume. I wanted to
be as incredible as a circus artist, by doing nothing other than wearing
this amazing dress. I wanted to be as strange, as alienating, as weird, as
awkward, as freakish and fascinating as circus artists can be. Basically I
wanted impossible shoes, ones that would allow me to gain a lot of height
while forcing me to walk slowly.

THE WOND E RS
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My working process usually starts by association as I go about collecting
images, details from pictures, atmospheres, colours. In short, material that
helps me to visualise, communicate and define what I’m searching for. I also
often start to draw. In the beginning very intuitively, not really looking for
the perfect image, but gradually ideas take shape and my thoughts get more
structured. The creative dynamics of the process are more important than
the result at that point. Just take the initial inspiration as far as you can,
without thinking of the final result or even how to make it!
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I use all kinds of
different techniques to
communicate my ideas:
sometimes drawings,
sometimes pictures,
sometimes videos,
sometimes words.
Everything that might
help to get closer to
the idea, that will feed
a discourse or enable a
dialogue.
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You need to have
confidence in the
process and give it the
time it needs. Some
days you will get stuck,
but often you will have
a revelation the very
next day.
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IN SEARCH
OF THE RIGHT
MATERIAL
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In search of the right material you will often discover or stumble upon new
ideas. Sometimes the material allows you to do things you didn’t expect;
or, the other way round, you reach the limits of the material earlier than
expected. With these shoes, for instance, I made them on impulse in a
single night. I simply had to make them. When I found these shoes,
I couldn’t wait until the next day to buy some hair, so I ended up cutting up
three old wigs I had lying around in my atelier and gluing them on.
For the hair for the dress I went to different stores in Matongé, the African
neighbourhood in Brussels. I mixed up real and synthetic hair. Variations in
colour, price, length and quality were all factors in determining my choice
of material. I discovered as well that you can buy hair that has already been
sewn on a ribbon, which made the sewing process for the dress a lot easier
than I had anticipated.
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The hair dress from
Wonders consists of a
bustier and a long skirt.
For the bustier I started
off with one of my bras.
For the main fabric I
worked with tulle. As
the hair is quite heavy,
the dress needed to be
as light as possible.
Manufacturing the dress
was not as difficult as
anticipated; it just took
a lot of work. But you
never know beforehand
how these things will
turn out, especially when
you’re working with an
unusual material. You
need a bit of luck.
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REHEARSE,
TRY THINGS OUT
A LOT, AND KILL
YOUR DARLINGS
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↓ Paper crinoline dress for Wonders
© ALINE BREUCKER
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The dress fastens with Velcro. It’s a good way to secure the costume and also
means you can change quickly – which would be a useful feature on stage if
not for the loud noise the Velcro makes as it’s pulled apart. The hair dress,
like a paper crinoline dress that I also made for Wonders, is a costume that
is both labour-intensive and involves a lot of repetitive work. But I don’t
mind if the results are only visible after many long hours. As I make the
costume, as my hands work, my mind finds fulfilment. Even if it is a slow
process – hair by hair, paper by paper – I know that after one, two, five or
eight hours, the final result will emerge as the culmination of all the initial
ideas and the preliminary work.
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↗ Paper crinoline dress for Wonders
© ALINE BREUCKER
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Rehearsal time is very important; rehearse as much as you can WITH your
costume! For instance, when rehearsals began I wore the hair dress a lot,
almost all the time, because it helped me to be confident on stage (and
because I didn’t have anything else to wear!). But at a later stage of the
creation process we found that, even though this costume was key to kickstarting the whole creative process, the dress itself didn’t need to be on
stage for the whole performance. So at a certain point we decided that it
would be used only briefly at the start of the show.

➌

Eliminating the dress from the rest of the performance was not a problem
for me. What really mattered were the dynamics it brought to the
performance, as there was more meaning to be found there than in the
garment itself and its immediate associations.
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I generally create a lot of stuff/gear that’s not actually used in the final
version of a production. I don’t mind as long as I understand why, or as long
as the decision is the outcome of a thought process that has helped to get
at and define what’s essential. Creation is an act of searching, exploring,
making, losing yourself in a forest of ideas and then sifting through them as
you find your way back.
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DON’T BE
AFRAID TO
CHOOSE!
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↗ Wonders

© RAZZIPHOTO

The more I make, the more I fall. The more I search, the more it gives me
new ideas, and the more I find it fascinating to find a path between what
exists in my head and the act of making it real.
The mere physical action of my hands allows me to formulate and develop
my vocabulary and thoughts. Reflection and the creation process are one.
I think about what I am doing while I am doing it; there is no separation.
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Aline Breucker (BE) is a visual artist, a performer, a scenographer
and a costume designer. She graduated from Ecole Nationale
Supérieure des Arts Visuels de La Cambre in Brussels in 2005.
Her fascination for the relation of body and space, and for the
machinery of theatre-making, has led her to explore new forms
of performance and presentation. Since 2009, she has codirected the circus company Side-Show together with Quintijn
Ketels. She co-created and performed on stage in the first two
pieces of their ‘trilogy of the imagination’: Wonders (2013) and
Spiegel im Spiegel (2017). She is currently working on the last
part of the trilogy, “Permit, oh permit my soul to be rebel” (2022)
and on “Portraits”(2021) (two duets, with Sander De Cuyper and
Camille Paycha).
More info on www.side-show.be.

COSTUME AND ARCHITECTURE
OF THE MOVING BODY
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On how a costume can support and contribute to
the architecture of the body and its movement
ANNE- CATHERINE KU N Z
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I would like to start with two anecdotes as an illustration of my
everyday life as a costume designer.
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M OVI NG BO DY

The first is from a production meeting. All the practicalities of
making the piece have been discussed: the staging, lighting, sound,
technical aspects, transport, travel… Everybody is about to leave
and I say: “But we didn’t talk about the costumes…”
In the second anecdote, I get a phone call or email: “Would you by
any chance have time to make some costumes? The premiere is in
two, three weeks… we know it’s short notice, but we realised it’s
really important and have run out of time… we have a very tight
budget as we didn’t foresee this cost, but we will try to find a bit of
money for you…” This one happens all the time, and I always say
yes – even if common sense tells me I shouldn’t get involved
so late…
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WHY A
COSTUME
DESIGNER?
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The first question is one you might ask yourself: Why a costume
designer? After all, you can choose your own clothes. You know how
to do that: you do it every morning.
My question in response is: Why is costume design so often
perceived as a minor art when it’s something you look at constantly
while watching a performance? If you look at a performer (and we
all hope our audiences will), you look at a costume. It’s unavoidable.
The costume is a second skin that shapes the body of the actor,
dancer or musician within the performance. It allows them to find
their logical place in its visual and emotional landscape. And yet
this quality is often unrecognised – even by the performers and the
makers themselves. In most courses for theatre makers and actors,
dancers, or, in this case, circus artists, there is very little or even no
material about costumes. Set and lighting design have their place;
costume design is often treated as a kind of dressing.
But the costume can shape the architecture of the body in space
and its movement through it. It is also a kind of landscape painting.
At least, that’s how I always see it…
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Example 1
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ZEITIGUNG,
ROSAS 2017

↑ Zeitigung (2017):
Choreography: Anne Teresa
De Keersmaeker, Louis
Nam Le Van Ho; Created
with and danced by: Lav
Crnčević, José Paulo dos
Santos, Bilal El Had, Frank
Gizycki, Robin Haghi, Louis
Nam Le Van Ho, Luka Švajda,
Thomas Vantuycom.
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Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker usually starts to work with costumes at
a very early stage of the creation process. We try on costumes when
the dancers are still improvising and nothing has been set. There’s
a good reason for that. Anne Teresa is a choreographer, but also an
architect. She composes strong structures in space with the dancers’
bodies. In order to achieve this she needs the body to have the right
architecture, and needs clarity in how its movement is read.
The question of how you read a group of performers relates to the
architecture of the body in the performance. Do you want unity,
dynamism, chaos? Do you want to create connections between some
performers but not all of them? Do you want to highlight a specific
element?
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In these photos for a Rosas rehearsal of Zeitigung you can see how we
started to work with colours (cold, warm, black) and how these can
change the perception of the performers and the space.
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In this first example you see how a strong colour clearly directs the focus
and makes one performer the centre of all the dynamic lines.
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These next images show
a more subdued use
of colour (greys, blue
and black) that creates
a more unified and less
dynamic image. The
result is less dynamic
but more structured.
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In the following
pictures you can see
how changing the
colours can create a
different atmosphere:
subduded in the first
photo, stronger in the
second. The first gives
a sense of unity against
the second’s alternating
vertical lines.
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The final result turned
out quite different to
the rehearsals, but you
can still see that some
of the principles were
there from the start.
The dancer wearing the
bright red t-shirt has
changed, but this figure
clearly remains the
focal point of the group
composition.
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You see how it affects the dynamics of the group. In the image above.
The red directs the eye, reinforcing the diagonal line and sense of depth,
like a point de fuite (vanishing point) in a Renaissance painting.
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1 The rehearsals
photos are from
July 2017 and the
première was in
December 2017.
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In the two previous photos the difference between the lighting of
a studio rehearsal and that of the finished performance has a big
impact. Nonetheless, you can clearly see how the same duet went
from being two separate entities to two entities unified by the same
colour atmosphere, with a clear lighter accent. In the duet from the
final performance, the two silhouettes merge into one another while
the lighter t-shirt creates a separate focus. Again, the diagonal line
and sense of perspective is enhanced by the contrast of the lighter
colour.1
Finally, in the following photos you can see how the costume can
support the architecture of a movement. Here you have a very
simple trick: a vertical line on the trousers. But it does the job,
reinforcing the dynamic lines of the choreography.
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And here’s the same principle at
work in A Love Supreme, another
Rosas performance.
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In Naissance de la Tragédie Maxime Kurvers stages an actor who
recounts the first performance of Aeschylus’ The Persians. It is a
text-based performance that features a small and yet very specific
set of movements: the actor enters at the rear of stage left and walks
all the way to the front, goes down three steps to sit on the edge of
the stage, returns to stand at the front, crosses the stage laterally,
and finally exits at the rear of stage right. In the course of the
performance he sheds part of his costume.

← Naissance de la Tragédie
(2018) : Concept and direction:
Maxime Kurvers ; With: Julien
Geffroy and Caroline MenonBertheux.
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As you can see, this is quite a spectacular costume. You might think it an
unlikely choice for an article about movement, but it’s the restrictions that
make it truly interesting.
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When I started to work on the project my first thoughts were of the
costuming of classical tragedy. It would haunt us whatever we chose
to do. Even if we didn’t reference it, it’s absence alone would already
be a statement.
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If you make a contemporary costume, how does it refer, not refer,
or even refer too much to a classical model? There were endless
questions and discussions.
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In the end, we decided on a radical solution: the actor would
start the performance in the full costume – with all its classical
echoes – but then take it off immediately and be done with it. The
director was open to trying things out and I came with the materials
to make it on-site. I started putting it together using another
member of the creative team, Charles Zévaco. Maxime watched the
process and then incorporated the construction of the costume into
the dramaturgy: the entrance with the costume, how and when it
should be taken off (bit by bit, or all at once). So my costume and the
performance grew side by side. This also allowed Julien Geffroy, the
performer, to get used to the costume and use it as an inspiration.
When we started to use yoga bricks as buskins (a kind of footwear
that actors from Ancient Greece used to wear). The difficulty of
walking with them became a tool Julien’s performance – he merged
with the costume. Maxim and Julien also had to learn the sequence
of layers for dressing in the costume; it became a ritual that lasted
an hour, which Maxime would use to get Julien in the right mood for
the performance.
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At the end of the
performance, all that
was left on stage was the
pile of costume pieces
that Julien had, at one
point or another,
shed during the
performance.
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SCREWS,
ALEXANDER
VANTOURN
HOUT 2019
↑ Screws (2019):
Choreography:
Alexander
Vantournhout;
Created by: Petra
Steindl, Josse
De Broeck, Felix
Zech, Hendrik
van Maele,
Emmi Väisänen,
Alexander
Vantournhout.
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Unlike our previous two examples, where I was involved in the
creation process right from the start, Alexander Vantournhout’s
Screws was one of those last minute demands where I came in very
late. But the piece is a good example of how the shape, length and
colour of a garment can, in a very simple way, affect the reading of
the body and consequently its movement.
For Alexander’s solo in Screws, in which he spins with a bowling
ball in one hand, a costume had already been chosen by the time
I arrived. Not a bad one. I quite liked the ‘cosmos leggings’ theme,
which had been used for some of the other costumes as well (and
some of which stayed). But after watching it a few times it started
to bother me: the leggings were cutting the silhouette in two,
which didn’t do justice to the movement and made an excessive and
(involuntary) athletic display of the bare chest, taking up too much
attention.
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We decided to give the silhouette a single vertical line. This didn’t work
either: it cut off the line of the arm; I missed the legs, as balancing elements
of the movement, and consequently the tension of balancing in the solo’s
movement.
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Above is the final result. You can see the full arm; the contrast of the
skin and the cloth is less sharp (no black); the legs are visible. The shoes
were a practical decision, he needed them. They were needed, so they didn’t
bother me.
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In a later sequence in the show we have two parallel duets - two men, two
women, wearing ice shoes. I will focus on the women’s duet to illustrate
the relevance of accurate costume design in the shaping of the body’s
architecture. They had already decided on the cosmos leggings, which I
liked, but then we started to try all kinds of tops. Here we see two jackets
for the female duet: turquoise and gold. It didn’t work. Once again the
silhouettes were cut in half; they were too strongly anchored in the ground,
and had unclear lines of tension. The image was blurred.

➍

The following pictures
show the final result.
Using two pairs of
leggings, we made a
skin tight one-piece.
This gives a single clear
line for each body, a
defined shape and sense
of tension.
It creates a clearer
image.
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The last part of
the piece is called
‘Tensegrity’ and is
based on the structural
principal of the same
name. Its movement
creates a constructing/
deconstructing
figure inside a net of
continuous tension
which eventually comes
to implicate all the
performers.
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It starts with a duet.
In the rehearsal
pictures, you can see
the colours are a bit
confused. It lacks
sharpness.
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Next, also from
rehearsals, you have the
group figure. You can
see there is too little
tension, and at the same
time no balance in the
colour combinations.
Our approach here
wasn’t really helping,
even if wasn’t outright
wrong. We’re on the
right track, but not
there yet…
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The sequence, with the group divided into two
structures of three, shows the same problem
with its colours.
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And now the final results. First, a sharper
version of the duet, with clear silhouettes.
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Next, the group
structure. In the images
below you can discern
each silhouette, but
there is still a unity and
clarity, a balance in the
colours. The yellow
sticks out, but it works
surprisingly well.
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Finally, the sequence with two trios splits the colours
into a warmer and a colder group. But the atmosphere of
each group is still linked to the other.
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As I see it, work on a costume starts with the body of the person I dress.
For this reason I like to sit in rehearsals as often as possible. I need to get
a feeling for the performers: the architecture of their bodies, the way they
move or talk. I bring some clothes and material with me and work while
watching and listening. It instils a relationship of trust and eventually I
become part of the rehearsal environment. This allows me to intervene
freely by suggesting a garment or some material to try out while rehearsing.
The formulation of what a costume could or should be, or do, comes with
the process of trying out and making a costume. It starts with an intuition,
a poetic inspiration. I build the costume directly on the performer. I think
with their body.
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Or at least that is what I aim for…
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Anne-Catherine Kunz (CH) is a costume designer who has
also participated in video, documentary, and multimedia
productions. She was the costume director for Rosas between
2000 and 2013 and created costumes for Small Hands (out of
the lie of no) (2001), Zeitung (2008), The Song (2009), En Atendant
(2010), Cesena (2011), Partita 2 (2013), Vortex Temporum (2013),
Golden Hours (2015), Work/Arbeid/ Travail (2015), Die Weise
von Leben und Tod des Cornet Christophe Rilke (2015), A Love
Supreme (2017) and Zeitigung (2017). Since 2013 she works as
a freelance costume designer for Dance, Theatre and Cinema.
She has created costumes for various productions by Josse
De Pauw, Vincent Dunoyer, Deufert-Plischke, Joachim Koester,
Etienne Guilloteau, Claire Croizé, Manu Riche, Heine Avdal & Yukiko
Shinozaki, Esther Salamon, Ahilan Ratnamohan, Maxime Kurvers,
Ictus and Alexander Vantournhout for Screws (2019) & Through
the grapevine (2020).
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DESIGN MOTIVATION
The relationship between
the costume and your act
LUKAS BRANDL
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There are many ways for a performer to go about creating an act. Often the
process starts with research into movement, with an improvisation, or with
the artist getting inspiration from a piece of music or some other media.
During this first stage of the creation process the costume is usually not as
present as the choreography, the circus skills or the music. In circus, in fact,
the act is often almost finished before the performer even starts to think
about their costume.
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When I was a student at Codarts, working on what would eventually
become my graduation act Alyate, I decided to take a different approach.
I wanted to design and construct a costume that was tailored to my specific
needs and capable of meeting the requirements of the disciplines I wanted
to combine in the act itself: magic, juggling and acrobatic movement.
Balancing the different needs of these skills was a challenging prospect.
If I wanted to make something appear when I was on stage, for example,
then it would need to be hidden in my costume. This simple goal already
brings different needs into conflict: during floor acrobatics the object
shouldn’t fall out of the costume, but at the same time I should be able to
get it into my hand, effortlessly, when needed.
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Final Costume for Alyate

© FLORIAN ZIEMEN
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These sorts of complex factors meant that my costume couldn’t be
designed after the act was developed. Instead I decided to start with the
costume and let the other elements come in during the different stages
of the costume’s design.
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In developing my act the aim was to reconcile three important elements:
1 The circus techniques

Juggling, magic and acrobatic movement.

2 The dramaturgy

The way the circus technique related to
the dramaturgy.

3 Artistic vision

In short, no magic clichés! I didn’t want people to
think I was a magician when they saw me on stage
and expect me to do magic. There were no props
except for the balls I wanted to juggle with.
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SHAPING
THE COSTUME
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With these three elements in mind I started to focus on the actual
costume design. The costume I wanted to develop would be unique
not just in how it combined the elements of juggling, magic and
movement. It would also be very different from the stereotypical
magician’s costume, which usually involves some sort of coat or jacket
which makes it easy for objects to appear and disappear.
Deciding to move away from this stereotype opened up many new lines
of research and led to a host of questions: What is the relationship
between the design and the technical goals of the juggling, or between
the magic and the acrobatic movement? In what way does the shape of
the costume support the juggling, the movement, and, most important
of all, the magic technique?
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↗ Design by Lukas Brandl
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The visible layer of the design – the colour and little details on the outside
of the costume, for instance – needed to be coherent with the dramaturgy.
The challenge was that the colour and texture of the costume’s exterior was
also influenced by the technical requirements of performing magic (such
as the fact that a dark colour and textured fabric can more easily conceal
hidden pockets in the design). In the end the most important thing was to
find the right balance.
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DESIGN
OBSTACLES
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A classic magician’s jacket would have restricted me in my acrobatic
movements, but even if I’d found a way to fix the coat and keep it in
place, practical considerations of this kind were not the only challenge.
The impulse to develop another kind of costume mainly came from the
desire to surprise the audience with magic rather than wear a familiar
outfit that would lead them to expect it. I wanted to play with the
element of surprise to increase the effects of the magic itself and to
create a deep sense of mystery around the act.1
At the magical moment (in this case the act of making a ball appear),
the spectator will most likely try to find an explanation. Probably they
don’t know how the ball appears, exactly, but they can imagine where
it might have been before. People will say that it was in the sleeve of the
magician’s jacket or in another pocket.
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1 Costume design can increase the sense of mystery
for the spectator when it subverts their expectations.
Replacing the traditional magician’s jacket with a more
unusual costume design means that the audience do not
expect magic. Imagine if I entered the stage with a long
black tailcoat and a top hat: the audience might expect
a classical magic act as this outfit is such a cliché. Even
among modern magicians it is very common to wear a
jacket on stage. So to suppress any expectation that
magic was about to happen, I felt it was necessary to
relinquish the jacket, and thus the cliché.
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↗ Design by Lukas Brandl
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If I am not wearing a jacket on stage the feeling of wonder is enhanced.
The spectator might then think that the magician has just hidden the ball
somewhere in his trousers, but as more and more balls start to appear the
mystery deepens. It becomes impossible for the audience to guess where
the balls are hidden, which supports the magical effect.
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Everyone can imagine hiding two or three balls in a pair of trousers,
but my goal was to make ten or twelve balls appear. I aimed to shatter
the sense of what’s possible and to make the impossible look even more
impossible. So just using a regular pair of trousers from a clothes shop
would not do. The trousers had to provide enough space to hold all the
juggling balls I wanted to hide.
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THE SOLUTION
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At a second-hand store I found a possible solution in the form of a pair
of ski trousers. This gave me an existing object, which helped me to get
started with the design. The ski trousers had some of the properties I was
looking for, as they were wide enough both to hide props and to allow
free movement. I didn’t want spectators to see me on stage in a pair of ski
trousers though, so I started playing with the shape of the trousers and
thinking about how to wear them in different ways. I ended up deciding
to roll the legs up to just below the knee. One of the trousers’ braces goes
around my shoulder, the other is left hanging down. These two changes
already distinguished the outfit from a regular pair of ski trousers. With
later versions of the costume, I decided to change its shape and alter various
details to make sure people could no longer recognise the original ski
trousers. These changes also enabled fluid magic technique: the one brace
which went over my shoulder provided an extra pocket into which I could
throw an object, as this is where I placed a topit.2

2 A topit is a device used by magicians
to secretly dispose of objects. It is
a pocket inside a jacket which is
designed so that the magician can
throw an object into the topit without
putting their hand into the jacket.
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Standing normally, I’m not able to reach the secret pocket, meaning that
my acrobatic research had to include a movement where I could reach to
the ends of the trouser legs. This kind of research gave me new inspiration
for the mood and world of the protagonist. The fact that I had to be in a
deep squat to reach the juggling balls made me think about animalistic
movements, hunting or maybe being hunted. This led to the idea that the
objects could hunt me, and from there the dramaturgy of the piece slowly
began to emerge.
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At the beginning of the research and design process, I worked with the
original pair of second-hand ski trousers. Later, when I knew exactly where
I would hide the balls, and had worked out the things I wanted to change
about the shape of the trousers, I went to a tailor and asked him to design a
pattern. Having the ski trousers made it possible for the tailor to grasp my
idea and helped me to explain what I wanted to achieve.
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DESIGN
OF THE
TOP LAYER
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As with the design of the overall shape, designing the top layer of the
costume meant tackling two main issues. On the one hand there was the
practical need for the design to support the technique; on the other, there
was the dramaturgical need for it to support the character’s story and
motivation.
Let’s start with the technical aspect:
I need to hide between ten and twelve balls within the costume. Every ball
has a diameter of seven centimetres, and if the balls are just below the fabric
then the shape of them will be visible through the material. Thinking about
the top layer of the design I had the idea of working with fabric patches.
The patches could have different forms, colours and shades, giving a lot of
visual information to the spectator while also having the effect of making
it more difficult to perceive the shapes of the balls underneath the costume.
At the same time, the patches would also provide a perfect way to hide the
openings of the pockets (containing the balls), as they could overlap or
conceal them.
Obviously I didn’t want the audience to know any of this, so I had to
come up with a way to explain the costume to the spectator during the
performance. Personally I think it’s not enough to say, ‘Well, you know.
It’s just a pretty costume…’ I needed to go further into the dramaturgy of
my act to justify this design choice.
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The act itself creates a play between the protagonist and the juggling
balls which tirelessly attack him. The protagonist is chased by these
round objects that appear out of nowhere, that move by themselves, roll
over the stage, even float without being touched. All of this is realised
using different techniques of juggling, acrobatic movement and magic.
It drives the protagonist crazy that he is unable to escape these absurd
objects as they swarm over him. One of the final magical effects sees a
ball transform into a piece of fabric which melts into the trousers and
matches the other patches, indicating that the patches on the trousers
have been balls all along.
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To visualise the top layer of the design I drafted the first sketches myself,
soon realising that I would need some professional help to create a precise
design. After contacting dozens of friends and reaching out to people
I discovered online, I finally got in touch with Vanessa Hertig. She had
finished her studies in fashion design in summer 2018 and was interested
in helping me with the design of the trousers. The only disadvantage was
that we could not meet in person because I was in Rotterdam and she was in
Munich. After explaining all the relevant info to her we worked on a mood
board / image board which reflected the dynamics, style and atmosphere of
the costume design.
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↗ Design by Vanessa Hertig
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DESIGN
METHODS
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Most people think of a designer as a person who sits all day at their desk,
turning out sketches for the product they’re trying to create. But during my
creation process I got inspired by many different design methods and tried
a lot of very different approaches. Here are some of the principles that were
most helpful in creating the final product:
→ Start from an existing object

At the start I used an existing object to develop my
own design – the ski trousers that helped me build the
foundation for the final costume.

→ Form follows function

Since the design of the costume was meant to facilitate
the magic technique, form was secondary to function.

→ Sketching

Using material generated from the practical research
of the previous steps, I sketched a design on paper to
develop the colour and pattern of the top layer.

→ Image board / mood board

An image board allows you to communicate a direction
for the costume designer, and helps to explain moods,
shades and other things you want to be part of the
design in order to match with the character.
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Moodboard - dynamics
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→ Scale model
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↘ These pictures show
the most interesting
results I created
using this method.
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Creating a scale model is a really fun process, and it allowed me to
iterate on different designs in a manageable timeframe. Creating
a scale model is very simple. You make a stencil of e.g. the trousers
and put a printed image under the cut-out. This is the simplest
way to immediately visualise a design. It’s very interesting how
dramatically the design changes just by turning the image under the
stencil round 180° degrees.
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→ Prototyping
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Since I didn’t know
which design would
work best to support
the magic effects I
was aiming for,
I created prototypes
to explore many
different ideas.

→ Usability test

To make sure that
the design fulfilled
its primary purpose
of supporting my
magic technique, I
did several usability
tests. These were
showings where
I would perform
a sequence while
wearing the trousers
to get feedback on
how well they were
working.
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↙ Final design for
the top layer Prototype n° 3
© LUKAS BRANDL
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CONCLUSION
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In the beginning of the process I did a lot of the work by myself. This took a
lot of time and slowed down the creation process. It was a challenge to find
the right balance between bringing people in to help me and working by
myself, because the research was so based on trial and error. It would have
been nearly impossible, or very expensive, to find someone to realise this
project with me from scratch, because I didn’t have an exact plan of how to
go about it, nor did I know what would actually work. This is why I had to
build the first prototype by myself, and collaborate with a tailor only after
I’d already solved the biggest issues. I hope that my work can inspire and
encourage you to give more attention to the costume of your next act, show
or performance. If you’d like to see my costume in action you can find a
trailer for my act ‘Alyate’ here:
Trailer Alyate
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ALYATE
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The dilemma of a man who finds himself lost in a bizarre world, seemingly
with no way out. How did he come to be here? What began as a game in his
favour becomes a long fight with an uncertain end. Driven by the desire to
control an object, it slowly becomes clear that it is the man himself who has
been manipulated and fooled. A reflection of ourselves in a hopeless act –
one that appears a blessing but becomes a curse.
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You can also see my act live on
stage. If you want to stay up-todate take a look at the Instagram
page @lukas_brandl_ and feel free
to write to me with any questions:
contact@lukas-brandl.com
BACK

Lukas Brandl (DE) started performing magic
in 2008. Forming Duo Luko with Kolja Huneck,
he began to combine magic and juggling,
touring internationally with their act ‘Off
School’ and in 2019 becoming the German
runner-up champion for general magic.
He recently graduated from the circus
programme at Codarts where he finetuned
his combination of dynamic juggling
and visual magic. For his graduation act
‘Alyate’ he wanted to stay well clear of the
stereotypical costumes of stage magic. His
research resulted in a bespoke design that
enables free acrobatic movement without
adversely affecting either the dramatic or
technical goals of the act.
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